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The novel has been a huge international best seller, capturing the 

hearts and minds of millions of readers swept up into the world of 

1960’s New Orleans and into the paws of its leviathan hero, Ignatius J. 
Reilly. Today, there are more than two million copies in print. The 

book has been published in 35 languages, including Romanian 
language. Toole’s book traveled to book shelves and into the hands of 

readers all over the world.  
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ABBREVIATIONS IN MEDICAL DISCOURSE 

 

Iuliana AVGUST, Facultatea de Limbi i Literaturi Str ine 

 

În acest articol este eviden iat  importan a i principalele func ii ale 

abrevierilor în discursul medical. În articol prezent m clasificarea i 

tipologia acestora, precum i tipurile de abrevieri ce predomin  în discursul 

medical i factorii ce determin  acest fapt, precum i tr s turile distincte ale 

acestora atât în limbajul general, cât i în cel specializat. 

 

Abbreviations are used widely in medical discourse due to an 
increasing necessity to save time and contribute to the efficiency of 
communication in a rapidly changing society. New concepts, 
procedures and techniques are discovered and developed in medicine 
at present at a far more frequent pace than in the previous decades. 
This phenomenon is caused by multiple factors such as constant 
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development in technology, daily change in language and vocabulary 
(language is a “living instrument” which shifts quickly and evolves by 
introducing new words, terms and methods such as neologisms, 
abbreviations, clipping of words, etc.), increased environmental 
pollution and radiation that generate new types of diseases which 
require a space-efficient name. Specialists in the medical domain use 
abbreviations on a daily basis in order to preserve time, to act as fast 
as possible in an emergency situation, to create an unique universal 
code among doctors and to make the information inaccessible to 
patients due to ethical reasons.  

Medicine is a domain in which the human factor has great 
relevance, thus pragmatic elements: setting, speaker and audience are 
paramount to anyone dealing with medical discourse. For instance, in 
highly-specialized settings such as medical conferences and 
conventions, conversations between staff members, speakers resort to 
abbreviations because the listeners receiving the information possess 
the necessary level of specialized knowledge and are able to 
comprehend the message. Emergencies are phenomena that often 
occur in the medical field and they require a quick reaction in order to 
prevent fatal consequences. Thus medical personnel should be able to 
provide a rapid response which is possible due to abbreviations. 

The classification of abbreviations, their typology and taxonomy 
have always been rather controversial due to the relatively recent 
increase in the research of this domain. Linguists researching the field 
of word formation have discrepant opinions regarding the typology of 
abbreviations, therefore it is quite difficult to state that a certain 
classification is the ultimate version without stirring up serious debate. 
The reason this phenomenon occurs is that linguists view 
abbreviations through their own perspective based on certain 
linguistic, morphological or grammatical principles, thus they choose 
to consider categories such as blends or clippings, acronyms which 
consequently is definitely bound to cause confusion as different 
categories are mixed into one. The tendency to place the categories 
together originates from the fifteenth century when all the shortened 
forms of words were thought to be abbreviations [1, p.106]. For 
instance, López Rúa separates abbreviations into two categories: 
simple and complex shortenings. Simple shortenings refer to words 
written in their abbreviated form while in spoken form they preserve 
their full structure. Complex shortenings are words that preserve their 
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abbreviated structure in written form as well as orally (clippings, 
blends and initialisms). Further her classification divides initialisms 
into alphabetisms and acronyms. While Cannon and Harley opt for the 
term initialisms as the generic concept, thus initialisms are divided 
into acronyms and abbreviations. Plag, on the other hand resorts to 
abbreviations as the superordinate term which consequently includes 
acronyms and initialisms. Basically he follows the same classification 
as Cannon and Harley, the only difference being his choice of the 
generic term. Jackson and Ze Amvela consider that shortenings are the 
general category being divided into acronyms and initialisms. 
Fandrych believes the generic term should be acronyms which branch 
out into acronyms and abbreviations. Stockwell and Minkova have a 
slightly different view of the classification system. In their works they 
do not offer such a division as superordinate and subordinate. Instead 
they opt for a single group of abbreviations; in their case they call it 
acronyms and add a subgroup to it – initialisms [2, p.200]. 
 According to a more or less agreed upon common classification, 

abbreviations are divided into graphical, initialisms and acronyms. 
 Graphical abbreviations represent shortened words and phrases that 
are used in written form, while orally they are pronounced and read 
according to their corresponding full structure. They are used for 
economy of space and effort in writing. Graphical abbreviations are 
more often used in pharmacology in prescriptions and drug recipes. 

A doctor must have a signed consent form from the family members 

of the deceased patient in order to perform a p.m. (post-mortem) 

examination. 

Initialisms (from Latin “beginning”) are abbreviations consisting 

of the first letter or letters of words in a phrase. They might also be 

called alphabetisms. They are slightly similar to acronyms, but unlike 

them initialisms are pronounced as a string of letters rather than as a 

whole word. They appear in a language in order to represent an 

existing concept in a shortened form with the purpose to save time in 

communication and space in writing. 

The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is a unit in the hospital where 

seriously ill patients are cared for by specially trained staff. 

Acronyms represent shortenings that are perceived as common 

lexical units. They can be formed from different combinations of let-

ters that can be either the initial ones or from several first letters and 
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one last letter, but it can also be any other possible order [3, p.550]. 

AIDS is a syndrome caused by the HIV virus that gradually at-

tacks the immune system. 

Lexical abbreviation which can also be called clipping consists of 
cutting a part of the structure in the beginning, middle or end in order 

to create a new lexical unit where either the meaning or the style are 
different from the full form. It is more likely to encounter clippings in 

surgical abbreviations than in any other medical sub-domain. 
There are three main types of lexical abbreviation according to the 

part of the word that is clipped: 
1) Apocope (also called final clipping) – it is the most common type of 

clipping because in many cases the beginning of the word represents 

its root and contains the lexical meaning. It consists of shortening the 

ending of the word. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy (Lap Chole) is a 

procedure in which small incisions are made and tubes are introduced 

to remove the gallbladder. 

2) Aphaeresis (also known as initial clipping) - consists of shortening 
a word from its beginning. 

3) Syncope (also, medial clipping) – consists of reducing the middle 
part of the word [4, p.120]. The patient has stage 4 skin cancer with 

mets to the brain and lungs. 
Medical abbreviations appear relatively fast in modern English and 

are characterized by ambiguity due to the fact that they can have more 
meanings referring to the same or different domains. For example, the 

initialism BC has the following meanings: bradycardia, breast cancer, 

blood culture, bar code, Boston College, etc. 

The main types of medical abbreviations are initialisms and acro-
nyms due to the fact that these are the most common types of 

abbreviations used in general language, thus they are easier to create. 
Graphical abbreviations have ancient origins and usually refer to Latin 

or Greek words which means it is more difficult to create them. 

Clippings have a rather informal register; therefore they are more 
likely to be used in a non-professional setting or in conversations 

between medical personnel.  
The function of abbreviations is to increase the efficiency of com-

munication and to allow medical specialists to offer the best heal-

thcare services to patients. Anyone dealing with medical discourse 

should be aware of this distinctive feature of specialized languages. 
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LA CONSTRUCTION ARGUMENTATIVE DES ÉMOTIONS 

DANS LES DISCOURS PARLEMENTAIRES FRANÇAIS SUR 

L’EUTHANASIE 

 

Ludmila CEBAN, Facultatea de Limbi i Literaturi Str ine 

 
Fiind o surs  de informa ie i un suport în luarea deciziilor, emo iile sunt 

necesare în argumentarea opiniilor privind eutanasierea în discursurile 

parlamentare franceze. Efectul discursului mereu depinde de strategiile 

individuale ale locutorului. Baza unui discurs de succes o reprezint  

categoria emotiv . Astfel cum discursul parlamentar privind eutanasierea 

este un text de specialitate psiho-juridic  cu conota ii morale i cre tine, s-a 

abordat func ionarea categoriei emotive ca fenomen social în contextul 

activit ii politice, precum i particularit ile specifice de traducere a unui 

astfel de mesaj textual sau verbal. 

 

Les études dans le domaine des émotions est très nécessaire dans le 
siècle de la modernisation car les émotions sont la force motrice de la 
communication. Elles sont une source précieuse d’information et 
contribuent même à la prise des décisions. Les informations 
communiquées par l’émotion pourraient assurer des fonctions 
facilitatrices, complémentaires, ou au contraire interférer avec d’autres 
formes de communications posant la question de la nature des 
informations communiquées par des expressions émotionnelles: états 
émotionnels, évaluations des situations, tendances à l’action, 
commandes ou requêtes sociales. 

Le champ affectif de la vie quotidienne est vaste mais compliquée 
à définir. Larousse définit l’émotion comme réaction affective 
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